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Abstract: Commonly, for being done a numerical modeling of any natural phenomenon, like as water flow
pattern, need to an exquisite and modify calculated mesh. For gaining this standard calculated mesh, different
calculated meshes must be analyzed sensitively. Thus, the optimum calculated mesh could be selected. At the
present paper, the first, a powerful two dimensional numerical model which is named CCHE2D, was applied to
simulate the river flow pattern of a meandering river rich by a 180_channel bend, which is named Khoshk-e-Rud
River of Farsan, at the 30th Km of west of ShahreKord. For clarifier simulating of flow pattern, the boundary
conditions must be entered on a perfect calculated mesh. At this way, two different theories, like as default, are
posed for analyzing of calculated meshes. These theories are: 1-more fining of calculated mesh and 2-more
tinning of calculated mesh. Then, the flow pattern was simulated by the CCHE2D model for each two cases and
the simulated results of model were compared to estimate data’s. Finally, the results showed that, the best and
closest predicted results pertain to the made calculated mesh by 48*200 dimensions and fined width by
canceling of flood plain.
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INTRODUCTION divided into three parts: one dimensional (1D), two

The simulation of water flow and sediment transport Wu in 2009 simulated the flow and sedimentation
in rivers has been the subject of many researches in the transfer of the Yellow River in the China. Also, using the
field of hydraulic sediment and river engineering. In this numerical two dimensional models, he compared the
regard, the modeling of sediment transport processes, turbulent two-equation models of k-? with the zero
which are time-based and have direct link with the equation models. Based on his comparison, all the
changes in the bed of the river, is assumed to be an turbulent models generate approximate results for simple
important topic in literature [1, 2]. flows. Yet, in the case of complex flows, the turbulent

In recent decades, water flow and sediment processes models of k-? and RNG lead into better results compared
have been examined more accurately in the laboratory. with zero equation models. Also, on the basis of his
Also, using CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) models study, the models of k-? and RNG provide better results
has significantly increased as a result of advances in regarding circular flows [4].
computers and numerical calculation methods. Minh Duke and his colleagues in 2004 developed a

At the present time, application of CFD models is two dimensional, average in depth model for the unstable
assumed to be an effective tool in the study of outdoor flow in rivers with the irregular geometry. They applied
channels and river processes [3]. Certainly, there are many the equations including integrity and torque, as well as
numerical models in order to explain the processes of turbulent equation of k-? in Cartesian System. They used
outdoor channel and the river. Generally, these models are the method of finite volume method (FVM) to solve the

dimensional (2D) and three dimensional (3D).
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problem. Then, the numerical model was examined by the separate pre-processor software, called CCHE-Mesh, to
application of hydraulic model on the Rhine River. It generate geometry and mesh of the field of study. Solving
should be noted that in hydraulic measures, the major flow ring and sediment transport, as well as showing the
focus was on the minimum water level between the results, is done by the graphical part of software called
Groyne and Embankments. The numerical results CCHE-GUI.
indicated that the effect of Groyne on the distribution of
the velocity was simulated well by numerical model [5]. Equations of Flow: CCHE2D numerical model utilizes

Gou and Jein in 1999 suggested a one dimensional Reynolds Depth-Average equations in order to solve the
model to simulate the bed of alluvial channel. It was a flow ring. To simulate the turbulence transport equations,
model for unstable flow and transport of sediment and CCHE2D uses two zero equations of Parabolic Eddy
they used the method of volume control in order to solve Viscosity and Mixing Length, as well as the two equations
the flow equation. The comparison of the numerical model of k- . Discretizing of flow ring and sediment
results of this model with the experimental data presented transport equations is done by using of FEM method.
by Geye, Rine, Lee and Yu, in addition to the results from Solving of flow ring and sediment transport algebraic
HEC-6 model, showed that the stated model is quite equations is done by using of Velocity Correction, Gauss-
appropriate to calculate the concentration of sediment and Sidle repetition and Strongly Implicit Procedure (SIP),
profile of the river bed [6]. respectively. Below, the Continuity (1) and Motion (2, 3)

Mansouri and colleagues (Salehi Neyshabory and equations is showed in more details.
Honarbakhsh) in 2006 simulated the three dimensional
feature of water flow at the river bends by means of three Continuity Equation
dimensional numerical models. In this study, the pattern
of turbulent flow in two 180° arcs with different relative (1)
curvature (where the channel platform was firm) was
examined using the three dimensional SSIIM numerical Motion Equation
model. The results showed that the model was partially
sensitive to the selection of the mesh. Yet, the pattern of (2)
the simulated flow by the model conformed to the pattern
of actual flow model [7].

In fact, in all of these researches a physical model has (3)
been compared with a numerical one. In addition,
researches on the flow and the sediment pattern has been In these equations, u and v are the components of
conducted on a straight channel; Hence, in the present velocity in the average depth and in the direction of X and
research we decided to go beyond the theory and
laboratory and to investigate the features of a powerful
two dimensional numerical model in simulating the flow
pattern in the nature (field study); And On the other hand,
the effect of changing the dimensions and size of the
bandwidth computational mesh on natural flow pattern to
be evaluated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specifications of Numerical Model CCHE2D: CCHE2D
model is a numerical model for simulation of unsteady
turbulent flow and sediment transport in open channels.
It has been produced and developed in National Center
for Computational Hydro-science and Engineering
(NCCHE), which is a division of technical and engineering
faculty of the University of Mississippi. This model is one
of the two dimensional hydrodynamics models that apply

Y by , respectively; g is the intensity of force of

gravity by ; z is water level by meter; ñ is density of

water by ; h is water depth by meter; fc  is Carioles’or

parameter, and  are the Reynolds forcesyy

being integrated from depth and  and  are the shearby bx

forces of the bed in the direction of the X and Y by N [8].

Turbulence Equation: For simulation of the effect of
turbulence on flow pattern and finding the equations,
CCHE2D model uses the Parabolic Eddy Viscosity, Mixing
Length and k-  models. In this study, we utilised the
standard and powerful k-  model to simulate the turbulent
flow pattern. In this model, K and  stands for turbulent
energy and rate of turbulence energy fragmentation,
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respectively. Below, the combined equations related to
this model are shown. More details could be found in Central angle value(°) River Morphology

literature [9].

(4)

(5)

The Natural Position of the Study Area: The place of the
present study is an interval of meander of the Khoshl-e-
Rud River in Farsan watershed in the west of Shahrekord
city in Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari. There are two
important point regarding Khoshl-e-Rud. First, there is a
bridge called Eisa`Abad at the upstream of the flow which
affects the pattern of flow. Second, there is large-scale
removal of the sands by Gujan Factory which has
intensified making of the leaching at the downstream of
arc. Geographical position of the River is 455696.52 of
Eastern longitude and 3571347.31 of Northern latitude; the
length of the meander interval is 494.2 m, maximum height
is 2046 m, minimum height is 2041 m and the average slope
is about 1%. The selected meander interval does not have
distinct morphological complication in the bed of the
River. The alluvial of bends are of Quaternary type, which
are highly sensitive to erosion. Water leaking from the
gaps and seams on the sides of the channel is observable.

Table 1: Deferential Dividing of Kornis (1980)

- Straight River

0-41 Semi Meander River

41-85 Undeveloped Meander River

85-158  Developed Meander River

158-296 More Developed Meander River

> 296 River Oxbow

Moreover, there is not significant vegetation alongside
the selected arc. Generally, central angle is an important
parameter which is studied in the meander rivers. It is
shown in the below equation: 

(6)

Where, A is central angle value by degree, L is the arc
length and R is radius of the arc by meter.

Using the central angle, Kornis (1980) has suggested
a quantitative-based division in order to categorize the
level of 'being meander' in alluvial rivers. It is shown in
table 1. 

The geographic position of the Khoshk-e-Rud river
of Farsan and the curvature angle of the selected arc are
shown in Figure 1. figure (2), shows the current status of
this river.

Fig. 1: The geographic position of the Khoshk-e-Rud river of Farsan.
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Fig. 2: The current status of river; a) Eisa`Abad bridge, b) the leak phenomenon and c) the sensitive sediments to erosion.

Fig. 2: Plan, along with the topography lines and three cross sections measuring the flow parameters.

Data’s: Measurement of the Field Data Required for the velocity was measured by means of Easy Q ™ device
Model CCHE2D: Generally, there are some parameters and the water depth parameter was determined with
which are necessary to make a model: the indicator device (Figure 2).

The data associated with the geometric definition of In selecting of 3 cross sections, the focus was mostly
the river, such as the coordinates X, Y and Z; 2-The on the two successive river arcs to investigate the effect
data related with the water level of the river and 3- of secondary flow and Corioles’ forces on river bed and
The data concerning the roughness coefficient, river side erosion at the bends. For exact measurement of
velocity and discharge of water. Considering the flow velocity, Easy Q™ device should be completely
required parameters, 9 cross sections were selected within the flow of water. For this purpose, a stability tool
after visiting the field of meander river. Then, the (similar to Teleferic Bridge) was designed and built and
topography was performed with digital total station then the device was installed on it. Thus, the device was
camera. The final map was produced in such a way quite static while reading at each stage. It also could move
that it included the component Z (height). As a in the width of the river, by which it could collect the flow
result, the appropriate topographic file for the data from the right to the left side of the beach. In
software generating the calculating mesh (with addition, it could move in the depth of river to record the
*.mesh_xyz extension) could be produced with three flow data from water surface to the bed at 0.2, 0.6 and 0.8
components of X, Y and Z. Figure (2) shows the plan distances from the depth. In the next step, at all 3 cross
of the interval. At the next step, at three cross sections, the water depth data’s was measured by the
sections, the two dimensional parameter of water indicator.
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Fig. 3: The shape and the plan of Easy Q™ device.

Fig. 4: Calculated mesh is generated.

Generating Mesh Model for Numerical CCHE2D Model: with the extension of *.mesh_xyz; defining the block
Numerical model of CCHE2D covers three types of river boundaries; generating the algebraic mesh; generating the
morphologies: numerical mesh; evaluating the generated mesh;

Single-Block Channel, extension *.geo and finally, viewing of mesh.
Single-Block Channel with Island and
Multi-Block Channel with Tributaries. Simulation  of  Flow  Pattern   with   CCHE2D  Model:

In this research, based on the plan of the Khoshk-e- Khoshk-e-Rud River with the help of software CCHE-GUI
Rud River, the Single-Block Channel mode was selected are as below. First, a new project is defined for the
for the software generating mesh calculation (CCHE- software. Then a Geo File is run for the project. In the next
MESH). The stages of generating the mesh by using the step, the initial conditions of the flow (upstream water
topography data of selected interval of meander river level equals 2946.66m, downstream water level equals
(containing the values of X, Y and Z) includes: setting up 2040.39m and calculating roughness coefficient equals
the work; import and upload the topography databases 0.035) is set.

interpolation of river bed elevation; saving mesh with the

The  stages  of  simulating  the  steady flow of the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: A) The results of flow simulation; B) The output of flow history file.

Next, the parameters of flow and simulation (time the accuracy is higher. The importance of this issue in
step, choosing a turbulence model, calculating the part of the basin cross-section is more specific is because
unstable flow and choosing the roughness formula) are the number of nodes increases, more current data and
planned. thus harvest plots and graphs extracted resolution

Finally, the input and output conditions of the river, (Resolution) are higher. Basic conditions for having the
including the entrance discharge  of  8.572m /s  and  the best network in making calculations, two scenarios were3

output water of 2040.39m, is set. Running the CCHE2D proposed to change the mesh dimensions: 1-Do smaller or
model is after finishing the stated adjustments. Running fine mesh and 2-Narrow width of boundary.
the model, we can graphically show the results of
simulation of different flow parameters. Fining of Computed Mesh: For smaller produced mesh, it

In this regard, the final results of water flow was decided that the number of I and J from the initial
parameters can be generated in different types such as state 48*200 models out and were finer; this process so
(*.txt), video (*.avi), image (*.bmp) and structural far continued to change in the output model was not
specified for model (*.flw). observed and this case was that the computational mesh

DISCUSSION the results of the model output water level changes,

Basically, nodes at the mesh are created from sections for both network and computing dimensions
intersection of length (I) and transverse (J) vectors 48*200 (primary) and 96*400 (optimum) is given. Figure 7,
together and each node representing attribute outcome shows water surface elevation graph that the X-axis is the
four cells around. So, whatever the number of nodes and values  of  the  distance  from  left  coast  of  river  (D)  and
consequently the cells created in the river cross-section Y-axis is the values of water surface elevation (WSE),
is more, the mesh generated and simulated flow pattern, initial water level (IWS) and initial bed elevation (IBE).

dimensions is 96*400. In the following sections compare

velocity, depth of water level changes, in the three
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Fig. 7: Diagram of water surface elevation for 3 cross sections and 2 meshes, optimum (Left) and initial (Right) 
have been shown.
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Fig. 8: Diagram of water velocity variation for 3 cross sections and 2 meshes, optimum (Left) and initial (Right) 
have been shown.
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Fig. 9: Diagram of water depth elevation for 3 cross sections and 2 meshes, optimum (Left) and initial (Right) 
have been shown.
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Fig. 10: Diagram  of  water  surface elevation for every three cross sections and two meshes, fine and coarse has 
been shown.
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Fig. 11: Diagram  of  flow  velocity variation for every three cross sections and two meshes, fine and coarse has 
been shown.
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Fig. 12: Diagram  of  water  depth  variation  for  every three cross sections and two meshes, fine and coarse has 
been shown.
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Figure 8, shows diagram of water velocity variation Narrowing the Computational Mesh: With regard to the
that X-axis is the values ??of distance from left coast of measuring flow parameters were performed within the river
river (D) by meter and Y-axis is the valued of total velocity cross section and the input flow discharge was not out of
(V) by m/s, respectively. river cross section, therefore, the range (width) of the

Figure 9, shows diagram of water depth that the X- flood plain has no result, only reduce the accuracy of the
axis is the values of distance from the left coast of river model output. Then, it was decided that the boundary
(D) and Y-axis is the values of water depth (W.D) by width of meander river interval was narrowed, so the
meter, respectively. width of computational mesh was lowed. Also, at making

At this section was assumed that the produced borders, first and second boundary was selected the left
bandwidth  mesh,  remains   constant   but   the   number and right wall of meander river, respectively. It should be
of  cells  and  consequently  nodes  the  transverse noted that the coarse mesh includes the floodplain and
profiles   draw   to   help   them,   will   be   more.   As  is narrow mesh is achieved by eliminated it. At the
clear  from  the  figures,  the  result  precision  has following, the output results of model for water surface
increased  with   increasing   the   created   points on elevation, water velocity and water depth level changes
charts  and  graphical  forms.  As  noted,  with  increasing has been compared at every three sections and two
the number    of    nodes    (doubling   the   number   of meshes, coarse and narrow.
I  and  J’s),  the  model  mesh  is  out  from  the  standard Figure 10, shows graph of water surface elevation
status and as we expected from the numerical models, that the X-axis is the values ??of distance from left coast
when  the  computational  mesh  being  finer,  more of river (D) and Y-axis is the values ??of water surface
accurate results and nearer to estimated data’s are elevation (W.S.E), initial water surface (I.W.S) and initial
obtained.   Reality,   the   predicted   data   by   the  model bed elevation (I.B.E) by meter, respectively.
at mode of optimum computational mesh showed error Figure 11, shows diagram of the water velocity
less than the estimated data’s. Therefore, the optimum variation that X-axis is the values ??of distance from left
dimensions of 96*400 were selected for computational coast of river (D) by meter and Y-axis is the values ??of
mesh. total velocity (V) by m/s, respectively.

Therefore,  with  regard  to  figures   and  tables Figure 12, has been shown diagram of water depth
above,  by  using  of the optimum dimensions of 96*400 that X-axis is the values ??of distance from left coast of
for computational mesh, more accurate results are river (D) and Y-axis is the values of water depth ??(W.D)
provided. by meter.

Table 2: Comparison of flow velocity parameter for case of the change of computational mesh dimension has been shown

Computed flow velocity parameter ( )

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cross Section Estimated flow velocity parameter ( ) 48*200 Dimension 96*400 Dimension

1st 0.914 0.480 0.67

2nd 1.010 0.623 0.88

3rd 1.174 0.702 1.02

Table 2: Comparison of depth parameter for case of the change of computational mesh dimension has been shown

Computed depth parameter (m)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cross Section Estimated depth parameter (m) 48*200 Dimension 96*400 Dimension

1st 1.16 0.732 0.97

2nd 0.947 0.652 0.83

3rd 0.89 0.609 0.76
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Table 3: Comparison of flow velocity parameter for case of the change of computed mesh dimension has been shown

Computed flow velocity parameter ( )

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cross Section Estimated flow velocity parameter ( ) Coarse Fine

1st 0.914 0.67 0.9
2nd 1.01 0.88 0.978
3rd 1.174 1.02 1.22

Table 2: Comparison of depth parameter for case of the change of computed mesh dimension has been shown
Computed depth parameter (m)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cross Section Estimated depth parameter (m) Coarse Fine
1st 1.160 0.97 1.037
2nd 0.947 0.83 0.892
3rd 0.890 0.76 0.839

At  this  section  was  assumed  that  the  number of It should be mentioned, the selective computational
I  and  J  vectors  of mesh did not change from the mesh should not be fined highly from standard limit,
optimum case of 96*400, but the elimination of floodplain because any difference between the numerical
is made to increasing the number  of  cells  and methods has been used in discretization of
consequently nodes with themes the sections (profiles) government equations on water flow like as, FVM,
are  drawn.  Thus,  by  increasing  of  created  points  on FDM and FEM will not exist in the final result.
the graphic forms, plots and diagrams, the precision of One of the problems at Two-Dimensional models is
results are more. this fact that, in these models, the original

According to the figures and tables above can be computational mesh must be entered (in this study,
concluded that the use of network bandwidth computing 48*200). Thus, making out the mesh dimensions from
fine (Fine), the results are closer together. standard mode, is caused to errors at the model

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION does not refine the real mode of nature and the cross
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